Supply Chain - textile
Do you have passion for fashion and trends?
Trademark Textiles A/S produce, design and sell private label accessories to well-known fashion brands all over Europe.
With us aiming for further develop on the German market, we are now looking for a colleague, leaving the right candidate
with the opportunity to influence and put their mark on the growth and development on the market, together with our
German team.
You will be part of the purchasing department, after time have the responsibility for orders and production from start to the
goods are delivered at the customers address. It makes it necessary for you to be a good communicator as your daily
reference points are broad both internally and externally.
Travelling to the Far East to work with our colleagues to learn and to keep an eye on the production will also be part of the
job.
About the job:
▪ Follow and have the overview over our daily production
▪ Placement of orders and close follow up on the production, to ensure delivery of the
goods on time, in right quality and quantity.
▪ Close cooperation with our colleagues in the Far East, and sales, design and purchasing
departments in Kolding
▪ Participating customer meetings together with Key Accounts and designers
▪ Price negotiation in the Far East
▪ Travel to the factories in the Far East and to customers in Europe, 40-60 days per year,
and willing to have a longer stay (1-2 month) in the Far East
About you:
▪ Result- and business oriented
▪ Good analytical skills, as a basis for your actions
▪ Good communication skills, so the cooperation runs smoothly
▪ English both spoken and written, and of course German. Danish is not mandatory.
▪ Theoretically and relevant educated, minimum middle-/high level
▪ Basic textile knowledge preferable, but training will be given even then
▪ Want to be in the middle of many different cultures
▪ You make things happen… while you keep an eye on the details…
Your working place will be in Kolding, where we can help you to find an apartment.
In Trademark Textiles A/S you will come to work in an international company with dedicated
young people from all over Europe. We have an informal working environment, structured
introduction program, and good working conditions with lunch arrangement and bright offices.
If this sounds like your “dream-job” please upload your application and CV – please in English via this LINK .
Questions to the job can be answered by HR Manager Lilly Falsig, phone +45 2560 6607.

Trademark Textiles A/S
produces, designs and
sells fashion apparel
and accessories to
fashion companies in
Europe.
We have factories in
the Far East and offices
with our own staff
there.
We are 50 employees
in Denmark and 25 in
the Far East.

